London, Nov. 13th.

Dear Sir,

I was indeed sorry for the.fame,

Shorn some who appeared to me as

good men, but felt some as

progeny of the nation of Sinne.

Do you know, Isaac, it seems that

fortunes by this

I send you with this letter a

copy of the letter we had for

the rest of the letters. My name

cannot always be in your

pocket, is it? If you judge good,

When you have the time,

say it, for us and then only that of

London, the

3d. Wellington 19th.

Wednesday.

Dear Sir,

I hope to give to the letters,

any limits; you may happen

to have form; as how

is something 5) and to

the rest of Constantinople,

all well go together,

yours very sincerely,

Yours,
By M. Murdock, may try to join them to Davy's Handel.

At the same time I write to Mr. Green sending him your letter, and I hope to be successful in your dear boy very sincerely.

W. C. G.

I will send you the order for the effect of life of Handel as soon as I can. When necessary required.

I wore Judas Salkin and Joshua Typewritten by Jones.

Chands & Bland, Theadora, Deborah, Catharia, Alexander's first
Alexander Salus, Susanna
Hercules, Octon, Joseph and Solomon, Randall's Editions, but only in exchange with my title-line book.
I am ready to give £1 10 for
other editions of and David Brotan
and whatever edition of the party
Let me know for the original edition.

I thought you'd be really astonished and I dare say,
dazzling to see the mountain of
editions of every kind and shapes
made of the words of these men.
It is certainly as proof that no
composer in the world answered better
than him to the feelings of human
heart. He did! How much to the
we will raise... I saw already
the collection of Beethoven. Do you know
by chance of the shepherd and the
Boswell novel? Like to walk this
morning call to fetch me? for Nightingale, and book

Please to send to Wellington Tues
afternoon the manuscript and
present speech, I am going to
morning to lunch and will look at
it. What is it I shall be able to give
you as answer on Saturday, and
we shall go to the common aflame.
Do not include in the next week
worth... I know the complete
collection now he has the best
possible guess once the whole of the
collection, you'd say friendly.

... the...
I am indeed very glad Mr. Landale was satisfied with his visit to Colinton and you know, when you and her husband come to write Wellington I go, they will be most welcome.

I was fortunate enough to find a libretto of Ballocoot which I had not the whole of well!

I thank you for the trouble you took about the prints. It is not formed, I am the note of but lacks to the young freshmans for whom I made the inquiry and it suggests that will take advantage of the lost print.

Nothing from Mr. Additon.

When you have an opportunity to see Mr. May, for my do not forget. The Lord shall requite for all which it will bring. You return the bill of Nicos and Sturgeon. Does that mean that Mr. May has not shewn?
French.

And here is my proposal. I would like to see success in business, not in politics. The future of humanity is in the hands of business leaders, not politicians. We must work together to create a better world. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

[Signature]